Product information RM 611

3-in-1 Stone Cleaner

The Kärcher 3-in-1 stone cleaner has a unique 3-in-1 formula
for outstanding cleaning performance. This stone cleaning
detergent has an active dirt remover, a protective formula to
keep stone cleaner for longer, and wind and weather protection. The Kärcher stone cleaner offers you outstanding
cleaning efficiency, care and protection in one step. This
product can be used on stone patios, walls and facades all
around the house and garden.

Properties
■ Highly effective removal of street dirt and dirt due to emissions as
well as algae and fungus on stone surfaces and facades
■ Wind and weathering protection for ideal care of stone surfaces
■ Can also be used on aluminium surfaces
■ Quick and efficient cleaning in combination with a Kärcher highpressure washer
■ The Plug ’n’ Clean system is the easiest and quickest way to apply
detergent using a Kärcher pressure washer
■ Tensides biodegradable in accordance with OECD
■ Ready to use cleaning agent (RTU)

Areas

Application

■ Terrace
■ Façade
■ Garden walls

■ High-pressure washers
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Application:
High-pressure washers
■ Attach the bottle to the pressure washer
■ Place suction hose into the bottle/can and pour cleaning agent into
the tank
■ Adjust dosage if possible
■ Apply with low pressure
■ Allow to work briefly
■ Rinse thoroughly using a pressure washer
■ For optimal care and protection, spray several times or apply with a
cloth

Environmental characteristics:
Tensides based on 100% renewable resources
Bottle and label 100% recyclable
Highly efficient ingredients
Bottle made of 45% recycled material
Tensides biodegradable (anaerobic - OECD 311)

Directions for use:
■ Shelf life: 2 years

Please contact us for more information:

Kärcher UK
Kärcher House
Beaumont Road
Banbury
Oxon
OX 16 1TB
T: +44 1295 752 000
E: enquires@karcher.co.uk

